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This is the polynomial testimonial ... 
This is the polynomial testimonial ...
I can't add this I need an abacus
Or else a hundred fingers on these hands to understand this
Never seen such huge numbers before
Something has ascended off the page down to the floor
Lowest common denominator ya, that's how I feel
Who gives a hoot about numbers, man, their not even real
Decagon, octagon, pentagon and square
Circle graphs are pizzas right? but who’s got some to share?
This is the polynomial testimonial ...
This is the polynomial testimonial ...
Equilateral triangles all have equal sides
Did you know there are kids right now on roller coaster rides?
Differentiate, estimate, evaluate the formula
The order of operations would burn a hole in my cornea
Who in the heck is Leonardo Fibonacci??
Shouldn’t we be outside playing marbles into a hibachi?
They call them polynomials there's letters in those dude
So I sort of flick my pencil and then murmur something rude
We're adding now with letters, I'm about to snap
From my need to add A to B has fallen through a gap
I really need to break out of this mathematics trap
So I dream about the summertime and I drift into a nap
This is the polynomial testimonial ...
This is the polynomial testimonial ...